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Abstract

Acoustic emission (AE) method presently is one of the most fast developing methods of the non-destructive

testing and technical diagnostics. Many companies and institutes all over the world are working on improvement

of instrumentation and techniques to realize potential of this method. The multichannel system being presented

here – GALS-1 – is intended for non-destructive testing and evaluation of technical state of critical objects

without their decommissioning; for detection, position determination, hazard evaluation and monitoring of the

sources of acoustic emission signals (defects) of testing objects – tanks and pressurized vessels, oil storage tanks,

pipelines, hoisting mechanisms, bridges, nuclear and chemical reactors and other engineering and industrial

structures and parts. Its advantages due to distributed structure, robust filtering and sifting system, innovative

location algorithms are being discussed.

Keywords: Acoustic emission (AE), multichannel system, location, hazard (risk) evaluation, vessel, tank,

storage, pipeline, reactor

1. Introduction

One of the most fast developing methods of the non-destructive testing and technical

diagnostics is the acoustic emission (AE) method. The advancement of this method is caused

by the sweeping progress in computer engineering, without which the realization of rather

complicated mathematical algorithms would be impossible. On the other hand the method is

integral. It means that there is a possibility to carry out a diagnostics of large-sized objects by

placing only several probes without necessity of scanning. This makes this method rather

attractive for customers. Thereby, the limitation of surface condition disappears and the

possibility to test objects in insulation appears. Another specificity of AE method, which

raises its popularity, is the sensitivity rather to progressive defects that have high risk level,

classifying detected defects not by size, as most methods, but by risk level. Among the rest

advantages of acoustic emission method in comparison with classical one, it enables to detect

defects of any orientation and it is also almost invariant to material structure of the testing

object.

The application field of AE method is very wide. First of all there are such risk objects as

tanks and pressure vessels, main pipelines, their under-river and highway transitions, oil

storages, reactors, gas-pumping stations, etc. Among railway transport objects – tank vessels,

molded pieces of car trucks – solebars and truck bolsters are worth to be mentioned. One of

the developing AE application is the cranes inspection.

Further in the paper we will discuss features and advantages of GALS-1 AE system designed

by Ukrainian Scientific Research Institute for NDT (UkrNIINK) and being produced by

Promprylad company.
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Figure 1. AE diagnostics of chemical reactor at BP petroleum refinery with GALS-1 system

2. GALS-1. Structure and main features

2.1. Distributed structure

The system consists of a PC with GALS-1 software, one or set of triggering units (TU), set of

AE and parametric channels and sensors.

For compact objects one TU is used and all the channels are connected to it, forming a “star”

type configuration (see Fig. 2.a). For lengthy objects a line of TUs is used, forming a “Line of

stars” configuration (see Fig. 2.b). And finally for voluminous objects a star like connection

of TUs forms a “Star of stars” configuration (see Fig. 2.c). Certainly combined configurations

are also possible. The length of all connection cables can be chosen up to 100 meters. Due to

this flexibility the user gains an opportunity to arrange it for inspection of any compact,

voluminous or lengthy object. The number of channels can be chosen according to testing

object requirements from 1 up to 100 with step of 1. If a necessity of the system upgrade rises

user can purchase necessary number of AE channels, parametrical channels and synchronizers

and simply add them to the system.

Use of such distributed structure lets placing all analogue electronics in proximity of the

sensors which results in minimization of induced interferences.

Such approach to system design also made GALS-1 easy scalable. I.e. a large system can be

divided into several smaller ones for testing of a number of compact objects and otherwise –

several small systems can be united onto one for making diagnostics of some large object.

Figure 2.a. GLAS-1 sample configuration for testing of compact objects



Figure 2.b. GLAS-1 sample configuration for testing of lengthy objects

Figure 2.c. GLAS-1 sample configuration for testing of voluminous objects

2.2. Hardware description

The system is performed in protected climatic-vibratory version and corresponds to the IP65

protection grade in the minus 20 to plus 50 °C temperature range. And so can be used even in

very tough conditions.

Every channel of GALS-1 AE system has a digital display, where the channel number is

indicated, and three light indicators, which inform about the current status of the channel:

about the data collection readiness, rate of AE signals reception and ADC or communication

channel overflow. Indicators also help to perform a quick visual search of the channel on the

testing object. The program makes it possible to change the channels numbers that is very

convenient, because it allows the flexible adjustment of the system by arranging the channels

in any order, and it assures a full interchangeability of channel units.



Channels contain low-noise amplifiers (noise level, recalculated to the channel input is not

higher than 5 uV in wide band and 3 uV in sensor optimized band) with wide range of gain

coefficient, pre-selective filter, ADC and digital processing block for AE signals extraction

and measurement of their parameters. Every channel has a built-in digital oscilloscope-

spectrograph – allows to pass oscillograms of AE signals to the PC – and the software

controlled generator for AE signal imitation.

The generator is used for sound velocity measurement and estimation of ultrasonic wave

attenuation in the testing object, automatic channels location, checking of probes connection

and their acoustic coupling with testing object surface quality.

16 bits ADC in GALS-1 channels reception path allows not only making a quality

digitization, but also widening the dynamic range of co-registered signals. At the same time a

high frequency of digitization – 2,5 MHz (in comparison with standard 1÷2 MHz) also

improves the quality of signal, which goes into processing. Digital oscilloscope, which is built

into every channel, gives the operator a possibility to observe and analyze the shape of AE

signals, to carry out their additional filtering and spectral analysis. Such operations help to

select an optimum band of the main filter and to define the AE signal nature. There is also a

possibility to remove oscillograms – all or selected using given by the operator criteria – to

save the space on the data storage disks.

2.3. Main software features

2.3.1. System self-testing

To assure the maximum reliability of testing with the aid of GALS-1, the self-testing function

is included in the system software. Self-testing contains:

 Self-tests of the system equipment;

 Check for the sufficient available free memory on the system computer disk;

 Check of channels connection – tracking of integrity of information cables, operability

of triggering units and correctness of their switching.

 Check of probes connection – tracking of integrity of signal cables and their

connection to channel units.

 Check of acoustic coupling – inspection of acoustic coupling quality between each

EAP and testing object.

Self-testing can be performed both on operator's demand and automatically with periodicity

specified by an operator.

2.3.2. Location

Software of GALS-1 enables to perform zone, linear, planar, cylindrical, spherical locations

on the objects:

 linear – pipelines, metalware elements, etc.;

 plane – deck, large beams, flat areas of large parts, etc.;

 pipe – pipelines, tubular members of metalwares, etc. ;

 cylindrical tank – oil and gas storage tanks, other large containers with cylindrical

rings;

 cylindrical vessel / tank – pressurized cylinders, tank car boilers, vessels, etc.;

 spherical vessel – vessels and tanks of spherical form.

Location is carried out basing on the analysis of time difference of signals arrivals from one

event to different channels of location group. At the same time, the signal arrival time can be



measured by the threshold crossing, by the maximum amplitude reaching or by "smart

threshold" – taking into account the signal shape.

To make location more precise, reverberation should be taken into account, and to make the

amplitude of the signal initially generated by the event more precise – attenuation.

Mode of multiarray sifting allows optimal usage of location features of each group, avoiding

replication or omission of events from sources, disposing close to the responsibility areas

boundaries of adjacent location groups.

Figure 3. Location sample with detected class III AE activity source visualization on the

location graph and with toolbar alarm led

2.3.3. Hazard evaluation

During location (in real time and in post-processing) GALS-1 software automatically searches

for the sources of AE activity – clusters of AE events – and classifies their threat by the

criterion chosen by an operator:

 three types of amplitude criterion;

 integral criterion;

 local-dynamic criterion;

 cluster criterion.

The criteria are taken in accordance with national and international AE testing regulations and

the ones of own elaboration.

Detection of AE activity sources is being visualized with a rectangle border on the location

graph and with “Class” toolbar alarm led (see Fig. 3). The color of the visualization

corresponds to the source threat class: green for class I (passive), yellow for class II (active),

orange for class III (critically active) and red for class IV (catastrophically active).

2.3.4. Filtering of flows of signals and events

GALS-1 software is able to filter AE signals and events by their parameters both in real time

and in post-processing. It is possible to set filters in the form of a logic combination of

inequations, such as “Parameter value is in the specified range of values”. Besides, one-

dimensional and two-dimensional graphics filters can also be created on diagrams, charts and

location picture. Therefore, in the overwhelming majority of cases it is possible to cut off an

interference having discovered its differences from AE desired signals and formed an

appropriate combination of filters.



2.3.5. Intelligent filters for interferences cutoff

To assure AE testing even under the conditions of high noise level, GALS-1 software

provides for a variety of intelligent filters, namely:

 Filter of pulse interference – helps of cut off random bursts of thermal noise and

thereby, operate at lower level of threshold.

 Filter of clutter – deletes the signals generated by electric pick-ups.

 Filter of shape factor – lets through only the signals which shape corresponds to the

shape typical for the signals from AE events.

 Filter of location cutoff – cuts off the signals arrived from outside the testing area,

and also many interfering signals.

 Filter of repeatable interference – enables to cut off the interferences generated by

machinery operation, the power interference of 50 Hz, etc.

 Filter of amplitude-energy cutoff – cuts off deliberately wrong-formed packets of

signals.

2.3.6. AE data visualization

To see raw data from the wanted perspective often means to solve the task. That's why, in

GALS-1 software much consideration is given to diverse types of AE data visualization both

in the course of its acquisition and in post-processing. The program creates several hundred

types of diagrams and charts by the parameters of signals, events and parameters of loading.

Here are possible types of graphical materials:

 Time dependences.

 Probability distributions.

 Cumulative diagrams.

 Diagrams of interdependence of signals and events parameters.

 Channel-by-channel dependences.

 Oscilloscope and spectrograph.

 Load parameter dependences.

Figure 4. Examples of AE data visualization in GALS-1 software



To work with these graphical materials, the whole set of tools is provided for:

 Clustering

 Addition of graphic background (e.g., photograph or drawing of the object under the

location picture)

 Application of linear and logarithmic scales independently by every axis

 Graphic filtering

 Measurement by means of measuring cursors

 Color coding of a chosen parameter

 Manual and automatic scaling

2.3.7. Software interface

Taking into account a considerable experience of the company in the production of intelligent

NDT tools, much attention was paid to elaboration, friendliness and usability of the program

interface during GALS-1 software development.

Figure 5. GLAS-1 interface example view

Buttons of quick access to the software main function connected, first of all, with the control

of information acquisition and visualization are situated on the main toolbar (see Fig. 6 on

the next page). Moreover, there are also indicators permitting to estimate immediately the

system state as well as the current testing results:

 “System status” indicator shows if the system is ready for operation (if the self-testing

result is positive), and also if the signals are arriving (if there is AE activity).

 “Disk” indicator indicates if there is enough available memory on the system

computer disk.

 “Class” indicator shows the maximum class of hazard among all detected sources of

AE activity.



 “Stress” indicator indicates the stage of loading process, warns an operator when the

loading approaches potential dangerous values.

Figure 6. GALS-1 main toolbar

Control panel of the system channels (see Fig. 7) is situated in the left part of the screen.

For each connected channel there is:

 Button of channel inclusion / exclusion from the data acquisition process.

 Button of switching on / off of oscillograms acquisition via this channel.

 Button of actuation of the pulser-simulator built in the channel.

 Indicator of current activity of AE signals received by the given channel.

 Indicator of amplitude of signals received by the channel at the moment.

Figure 7. GALS-1 channels control panel

Program workspace has a tabbed structure, i.e. all opened windows can be distributed

practically at any number of tabbed pages. As a result, one can easily work with a

considerable quantity of windows, displaying diagrams and charts, even on the computer with

a small screen. As a rule, subject sets of tabs are made. For example: "Acquisition – Main",

"Oscilloscope", "Acquisition – Add. Diagrams", "Analysis – Location", "Analysis – Time

dependences", "Analysis – Filtering" and so on.

Using a set of profiles created beforehand (a list of tabs, windows, their arrengement and

settings), an operator can switch promptly between a set of visualization and analysis tools,

aimed at solving different tasks.

2.3.8. Reports generation

GALS-1 software provides for the master of reports generation. It is possible to form and save

a necessary number of report forms (including a composition and arrangement of texts, tables

and graphic primitives). Afterwards, a report is generated automatically – all an operator has

to do is to indicate a file with report form and a file with data which should be used for report

forming. Reports can be printed out, stored or exported to Microsoft Office applications.



Figure 8. GALS-1 testing report example pages

3. Conclusion

In conclusion it should be mentioned that the implementation of AE method can improve the

productivity and efficiency of inspection discovering problem arias which afterwards can be

inspected using other NDT methods. It is economically highly efficient – especially when

making diagnostics of large objects. To implement all advantages of AE method we suggest

the GALS-1 system because:

 It has wide functionality – uses all typical and many innovative algorithms so one can

configure it for a wide range of diagnostics tasks.

 It is flexible –can be adapted for a variety of testing objects.

 It is easy upgradeable – one just need to buy new channels and connect them to the

system.

 It is scalable – a large system can be divided into several smaller ones for testing of a

number of compact objects and otherwise – several small systems can be united onto

one for making diagnostics of some large object.

 It is powerful – due to usage of latest electronics for signals processing GALS-1 can

acquire, process, visualize and store really big amounts of robust AE data.

 Promprylad Company is open to its customers’ needs – new features can be ordered

and added to the system.

 All necessary service and consulting is being provided.

 NDT personnel training, attestation and certification are being carried out.


